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4 people have recommended Jonathan

"Jonathan was one of the first UX specialists that I ever employed and oh boy, that was a great decision.
We worked together for just over a year and during that time he introduce me, my Business Analysts and
my Developers to the rigors and excitement of creating some great UX. When Jonathan left, we of course
had some great UX, but we also had a formal structure in place to create more. Jonathan helped with the
selection of tooling and was really great around the creation and adoption of style guides to help get product
consistency and branding sorted. When you have a blank canvas it’s a huge challenge to create version 1.
Passion plays a huge role here – and it was down to Jonathan’s passion for UX that got us well on the road to
having a great product look and feel. Jonathan, when it comes to UX, your a safe pair of UX hands and a joy
to work with."

— Dr Leslie Bowie, managed Jonathan indirectly at MidlandHR

"It was a great pleasure to work with Johathan, he is very passionate about usability and improving the
systems he works on. He's sharp, detailed and adaptable. I wouldn't hesitate to work with Jonathan again."

— Michal Paternoga, worked with Jonathan at Renault

"Jonathan was a real pleasure to work with. He demonstrated the highest level of User centered expertise and
knowledge I have seen in a UX specialist. Jonathan is able to see both the big picture when it comes to global
interaction concept, whilst also being able to drill down into the details. His other main quality is certainly his
ability to tackle complex project combining self-sufficiency and team spirit."

— Nicolas Ringot, managed Jonathan at Renault

"Jonathan was always willing to offer the best services and had an excellent rapport with clients, co-workers,
employers, and other professional organisations. He brought up his UX expertise on many projects he worked
on. Jonathan is attached to details and he would be an asset to any employer. I recommend him for any
endeavour he chooses to. I would not hesitate to work with him again."

— Samy KEFI, worked directly with Jonathan at Yuseo

Contact Jonathan on LinkedIn


